A102-Spring Cup Separator used with our A275.
A131-Winding Gear for #5 Motor ~2 7/8" in diameter.
A135-Combination Cast and Stamped Steel Winding Gear for #1 Motor ~2 1/2" in diameter.
A141-Cast Steel Winding Gear for #1 Motor ~2 1/2" in diameter.
A142-Spring Cup Head and Drive Gear used with our A275.
A271-Spring Cup Complete for #1 Motor ~3 3/4" in diameter. Use our H. Q. Spring No. 42.
A275-Spring Cup ~3 3/4" in diameter. (Use our Screw GL418.) Use our H. Q. Spring No. 35.
A326-Stamped Steel Winding Gear for #1 Motor.
A358-Driving Gear used with our A389 for "W" Series Motors ~2 1/2" in diameter.
A364-Spring Cup Head and Drive Gear used with our A390.
A390-Spring Cup Complete used with our A393 and A364. Use our H. Q. Spring No. 35.
A391-Cap for A271.
A392-Driving Gear Complete for "W" Series Motors ~4 5/8" in diameter.
A393-Spring Cup Separator used with our A390.
A394-Spring Cup Head and Drive Gear used with our A275 and A130.
A117—Female Winding Shaft Complete for #5 Motor.
A120—Female Winding Shaft Complete for Cast Frame Motor—19T Gear.
A121—Winding Shaft Complete for 3-Spring Cast Motor—19T Gear.
A122—Winding Shaft used with our A116 and A127.
A123—Turntable Shaft used with our A143.
A302—Turntable Shaft used with our A133.
A303—Turntable Shaft used with our A137.
A325—Turntable Shaft used with our A138.
A327—Winding Shaft Complete for Double Spring Cast Motor—19T Gear.
A328—Winding Shaft Complete for 4-Spring Cast Motor—19T Gear.
A359—Turntable Shaft used with our A356 for "W" Series Motors.
A365—Nickel Plated Regulator Lever.
A366—Nickel Plated Brake Lever.
A369—Winding Shaft Complete for "W" Series Motors—16T Gear.
A374—Winding Shaft Complete with 19T Ratchet for New Type Portables—12T Winding Gear.
A375—Winding Shaft Complete for Obsolete Type Motors.
A376—Winding Shaft Complete for Obsolete Type Motors.
A377—Nickel Plated Speed Regulator Plate.
A378—Winding Shaft Complete for Obsolete Type Motors.
A379—Turntable Shaft for New-Type Portables used with our A356.
A399—Winding Shaft Complete for Stamped Double Spring Motors—11T Gear.

Thousands of Parts in stock always—insures real honest-to-goodness Service.
All resemble each other but every one is different. Please study description carefully.
A114—First Intermediate Gear Complete.
A118—44T Steel Winding Gear.
A125—52T Brass Driving Gear.
A126—Intermediate Gear used with our A123 in #1 Motor.
A130—Intermediate Gear used with our A134.
A140—Second Intermediate Gear.
A297—52T Brass Gear for our A142.
A310—Spring Barrel Sleeve.
A319—52T Brass Winding Gear with steel ratchet and arbor complete.
A322—Coarse Tooth Intermediate Gear used with A134.
A333—Spring Barrel Shaft used with our A271 for #5 Motor.
A353—Spring Barrel Winding Gear and Sleeve Complete for "W" Series Motors.
A360—Winding Shaft only used with our A369 for "W" Series Motors.
A384—Bottom Plate for #1 Motor.
A385—Driving Gear for Obsolete Type Motor.
A386—Intermediate Gear for Obsolete Type Motor.
A387—Intermediate Gear for New-Type Portables.
A388—Turn-table Shaft Complete for #5 Motor.
A389—Driving Pinion used with our A388 for "W" Series Motors.
J427—Intermediate Gear used with A388 for #5 Motor.

**PARTS FOR COLUMBIA**

**Everybody's**

PHILADELPHIA

U.S.A.

These Gears are absolutely mechanically perfect and will fit properly in all Columbia Motors.
A115-Pawl for A118 and A319.
A116-107 Winding Pinion for A122.
A127-127' Winding Pinion for A122.
A209-Pawl for our GL113.
A221-Scotchman for 3⁄4" Cans.<br>GL491 Winding Ratchet for A118 and A319.
A352-Winding Shaft Bushing for "W" Series Motor.<br>A355-Winding Ratchet for "W" Series Motor.<br>A357-Pawl for "W" Series Motors.<br>A395-Mounting Bolt and Nut Complete.<br>A396-Governor Bearing used with A163.<br>A397-Governor Bearing used with our A162.<br>A398-Back Plate for our A221.<br>GL113-Winding Ratchet for #1 Motor.
GL324-Pinion used on our A323.<br>GL491-Winding Gear Stud for "W" Series Motors.<br>GL518-Stationary Governor Collar used with our GL519.<br>GL519-Sliding Governor Collar used with our A162.<br>GL520-Stationary Governor Collar used with our GL521.<br>GL521-Sliding Governor Collar used with our K370.<br>GL522-Used with our GL520 and GL521.<br>GL523-Stationary Governor Collar used with our A163 and A351.<br>GL524-Sliding Governor Collar used with our GL523.<br>N177-Needle Arm for #6 Reproducer.<br>N401-Needle Arm for #12 Reproducer.

Just another page of Parts for Columbia on which we offer real honest-to-goodness Service.
O.D. is our abbreviation for "Outside Diameter."
I.D. is our abbreviation for "Inside Diameter."
It's the odds-and-ends that really count. And here they are for the Columbia—all grouped for you.